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Editor ' s Notes

Although the Pater Society will propose a special session for the 1981 MLA (see be low), there will be no meeting of the Society there unless someone can suggest a place to
meet.
In August 1980, I submitted the Society ' s app l ication for acceptance as an Allied
Organization of the MLA, but was informed that the Executive Council and Delegate Assembly
Steering Committee had declared a moratorium on the acceptance of any new allied organizations until a study had been made of current representation of allied organizations on the
Convention program.
Then, in February 1981 , I was informed that at the 1980 meeting in
Houston the Delegate Assembly had tabled new recommendations concerning guidelines for
allied organizations.
Thus, the moratorium is still in effect and we have no hope of
holding a meeting under MLA auspices in 1981.

*

*

If a work of yourson Pater ha s recent l y appeared, p l ease send one of the editors a
reprint or bibliographic note, to ensure prompt notice in our bibliography .
News
Bernard Richards , Lecturer in English at Brasenose College , Oxford , i s a v i siting
professor at The University of Texas at Austin this semester.

*

*

Gerald Monsman has written in that he and Ira Nadel are co - editing a collection of
essays on Marius the Epicurean .
They are soliciting original contributions , and the dead line for submission of manuscripts is 1 o'ecember 19B 1 .
M:::msman ' s address is Dept . of
English; Duke University; Durham, North Carolina 27706; Nadel ' s, Dept. of English; Univ .
of British Columbia; Vancouver , B . C. V6T lW5; Canada.

*

*

Last July at the Pater Confe r ence at Brasenose Coll ege a committee was se l ected to
write a prospectus for a scholarly edition of Pater ' s complete prose works. The U.S.
division of the committee, Sharon Bassett, Donald L. Hill , Billie Inman , and Hayden Ward,
has completed its proposals for the prospectus and has mai l ed them to the U.K. division of
the committee, Laurel Brake, Barrie Bullen, and Samuel Wright.
What the entire committee
will agree on is of course still uncertain, but the U.S . division is proposing a seven volume collection of all the prose works previously pub l ished in any form , plus the here tofore unpublished chapters of Gaston de Latour and the substantial manuscripts in the
Houghton Library collection .
The published works would be arranged chronologically
according to the date of the first publication (although the copy-text would not

necessarily be that of the first pUblication) except in cases where the work was published
many years after composition (e. g. "Diaphaneite " and "An English Poet " ).
The unpublished
chapters of Gaston de Latour would be included in the volume containing the published
chapters , and the Houghton Library papers would be arranged together in the last volume.
A ·f ull report on the prospectus will be given in PN after decisions have been made by the
ful l committee .

*

*

Gerald Monsman is preparing a proposal on "Pater as a Literary Critic " for the
Society's sess i on at t h e 1 981 MLA. Details will be reported in PN in the summer of 1981.
Abstracts of Papers on Pater I s "Marius " Read at the 1980 MLA Convention
VISUAL VS . AUDITORY PARADIGMS OF LANGUAGE IN MARI US THE EPICUREAN
by Jerome Bump
I n t h e l atest issue of VN Sharon Bassett argues , correct l y I think , that Pater ' s
influence on modern literary criticism i s due to his antic i pation of what Joseph Frank
cal l s " spatiality, " modelling literature on the visual arts.
Such modelling is nowhere
more obvious than i n Marius .
" The sum " of the recommendations of t h e priest of
Aesculapi us, for instance , "was the precept , repeated many times under slight l y varied as pects , of a d i ligent promotion of the capacity of the eye, inasmuch as the eye would be
for him the determining influence of life. "
Yet I would argue that the ear becomes at least as important for Marius; that audi to r y paradigms of language are far more pervasive in nineteenth- century texts than we have
rea lized ; and that such models offer important alternatives to our current critical paradigms , alter n atives now only beginning to be suggested by speech act theories.
Cons i der , for instance , the three narratives within the narrative of Marius: the
story of Cupid and Psyche , the Halcyon l egend , and the recitation of the Gospel narrative .
Gerald Monsman has shown that "as an allegory , the tale of Cupi d and Psyche supplies the
key to the novel ." Hence the emphasis on the ear rather than the eye in the tale is
s i gnificant . Cu pid and his ministers are i nvisib l e voices, and Cupid warns Psyche that if
she seek s to use her eyes rather than her ears to learn about him , their marriage will be
at an e nd. When she finally insists on seeing him , he , "behold i ng the overthrow of her
faith , quietly took flight ."
The emphasis on the ear recurs again at the feast for the author of the tale ,
Apuleius . Manuscripts are brought out , not to be read si l ently , alone , as we read Marius
and oth er te xts now, but to be performed to an audience . As in the previous tale , the
emphasis is on sound , here the cry of a bird . The reader ' s performance of the text, moreo v er , has a powerful effect on the audience. Apuleius is moved to speak and others to
transc ribe what he says . The reference to Socrates in the legend reminds us that oral
transmission was the model of human communication not only for Socrates , but also for
Jesus , Buddha and many others who have changed the course of human history through speaking
r ather than writing.
As Gerald Monsman has shown , both the story of Cupid and Psyche and the Ha l cyon
legend may be read as Christian allegories; hence we should not be surprised to discover
that hear i ng , as opposed to seeing, is even more strongly emphasized in the explicitly
Christian sections.
Cornelius is introduced as a disembodied voice.
Stopping at an inn
on the way to Rome Marius was feeling "melancholy , relieved a l ittle by wine, when he heard
t h e voice of one , new l y arrived at the inn ," " a youthful voice , a reassuring clearness of
n ote , wh ich completed his cure.
He seemed to hear that voice again in dreams, uttering
his name ." S i milarly, when Marius and Cornelius approach Cecilia ' s house , " from the first
they c ould hear s i ng i ng
of a new kind. " The divine service effects a profound change
in Mar ius:
"It was not in an i mage , or series of images , yet stil l in a sort of dramatic
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action. and with the unity of a single appeal to eye and ear that Marius about this time
found all his new impressions set forth, regarding what he had already recognized, intellectually, as for him at least the most beautiful thing in the world. 11 Soon, "catching
therewith a portion of the enthusiasm of those beside him, Marius could discern dimly, behind the solemn recitation which now followed at once a narrative and a prayer, the most
touching image truly that had ever come within the scope of his mental or physical gaze. n
This image in his mind's eye was produced not by an appeal to his body's eyes, but to his
ears.
If we interpret them properly, the appeals to the power of the human voice in
Marius, to song , narrative recitation, prayer, etc., provide us with alternative ways to
read texts, even those most dependent on visual paradigms.
The University of Texas at Austin
PARODY AND HOMAGE:

THE PRESENCE OF PATER IN DORIAN GRAY
by Robert K. Martin

As Wilde became, in the years from 1888 to 1895, a major creative force, it became more important for him to establish his distance from his ear lies t mentors. Wilde's
growing distance from Pater involved both a change of critical position and a need to a s sert his i ndependence. By revealing the lat ent homosexuality of Pater's works, Wild e
could simultaneously expose Pater and promote himself as the proper successor to Pater .
In an act of what Harold Bloom might call "tessera," Wilde "misreads" Pater and the n cor rects him, offering his own work as the antithetical creation . Dorian Gray is an a n t i thetical Marius the Epicurean, meant by Wilde as a way of reading, and then reducing,
Pater.
A number of passages from Dorian are then analyzed, in order to show the nature and
extent of Wilde's parodic use of Pater .
Wilde's parodies of Pater tell us only part of
the story, however. Like all parod ie s they are rooted in deep admiration. Their mocking
is designed in part as a way of realizing, of accomplishing that which is judged incomplete.
Above all Dorian Gray is Wilde's tribute, although a hedged one, to Pater's concept of the
"plotle ss novel," the novel as portrait. The source of that form i s of course Marius,
whose life forms the centre of his novel as Dorian does that of his.
In both cases the
novel abandons traditional plot structure and substitutes a concern with a growth in consciousness.
Concordia University
PATER AND MARIUS
by Gerald Monsman
Pater resigns himself to the ineluctability of the flux and of death by inte rpreting the abyss of the grave as the text's womb of new life. At the opening of
"Diaphaneite ," Pater cites "saint,1I "artist," and "speculative thinker" as "some unworldly
types of character which the world is able to estimate. " Later, as he charts the career
of Marius, Pater introduces him to Cornelius, Flavian, and Aurelius as saint, artist, and
philosopher.
But Marius himself seems ultimately classifiable as none of these three
types , nor as any form in the flux; rather, he becomes the quintessential expression of
that decentered, marginal life of the flux that links, albeit with a typically Paterian
break in the gait, the atomistic impressions, "unstable, flickering, inconsistent.
that cont inual vanishing away, that strange, perpetual weaving and unweaving of o urse lves ll (Pater at several points notes that the diaphanous hero IIcrosses ll the mainstream
of the world's sensibilities). Flavian and Aure lius, the dying or increasingly paralyzed
author s, are replaced by Marius, their textual son ; but Marius, who then becomes the
dying paternal figure, cedes his priority to his "son" Cornelius . The int"e rchange between these three figures expands to include the author of the novel itself, for the
language of the text relates the individual self to the higher or collective selfhood into
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which old life dies and from which new life springs. For Pater , as for Plato of whom he
speaks, words can become "living personsl! who together constitute " that common, eternal,
intellectual world, a sort of divine family or heirarchy, with which the mind of the
individual . . . is in communion or correspondence. I! It is this higher selfhood of language that Marius embodies .
Images of hollow places throughout the novel and elsewhere in Pater's writings are
both expressions in the text of death and its moment of transformation and also expres sions of the novel's linguistic function.
Thus the flesh-eating sarcophagi of the Appian
Way and the Christian catacombs, the mouth of the garden god in which the viper ·bites the
hand (a pain-image allied to the burned hand, the wasp sting of the bitten apple, and the
gunshot wound in the heart elsewhere in Pater), the blood on the sand of the ovular mouth
of the amphitheater in which the Christians are Slaughtered, and the prefiguration of the
arena in the oval room at White-nights in which Medusa and her snakes are enshrined (that
" ev il serpent -thing " Psyche dreads also)--all are images in the text of a linguistic mediation between the oval 's binary foci, those IIfli ckering , inconsistent,1I IIweaving and unweaving" forms of selfhood .
In the text, grave and womb at o nc e , those inconsistent modes
of being are joined; Pater and Marius meet and find a common wholeness.
Duke University
TYPOLOGY AS NARRATIVE FORM,

THE TEMPORAL LOGIC OF MARIUS THE EPICUREAN
by Carolyn Williams

Two plot systems interlock in Marius the Epicurean to reflect that novel's dual attention to the growth of an individual consciousness and to historical development (spec ifically, in this case , the rise of Chri stianity and its institutions against the background of paganism).
The plots are not simply "parallel "; they interpenetrate, as , in
Pater's understanding, the individual life and the life of hi s circurnarnbient culture interpenetrate.
Both systems derive from characteristically Christian patterns of plotting
events in time.
The central plot , describing Marius's development, strugg le s to be and
not to be a secularized spiritual autobiography, a confession whose voice is displaced into the third person, whose religious concern is transposed into the aesthetic key, and
whose conversion experience is radically problematized.
(It has been sp lit between his
internal consolidation of the "will as vision l1 on the Sabine Hills and the externally determined translation of Marius into the Christian community at the end of the novel.)
My discussion deals primarily with the other half of this dual system, the plot of
Marius's surrounding cu lture, which, I argue, is thoroughly typological in both its form
and content.
On the level of content typological thinking permeates the novel's treatment of its major cultural concern , the subsumption of pagan ritual forms in the "higher l l
yet analogous Christian rituals.
On the level of form, the narrative is characterized by
a progressive recapitulation of essential stru ctures , (events, for example, or character
types) each on a higher plane than the one before.
I have called these serial structures
I1typological ladder s ," and I explore a number of them (mother-figures, compan ions , cities,
forms of literary expression) as a way of demonstrating the typological dynamic of pre figuration and fulfillment at work in the novel.
These serial stru ctures set up a
IItypological momentum,11 an understanding of which will he lp us resolve the thorny problems
of the novel's ending. The narrating voice reinforces this momentum by means of a pro lepsis which points forward not only within the time of the novel ("foreshadowing" unreservedly in the earliest chapters) but a lso beyond the novel's own time into the modern
ages.
Just so, the culture' 5 plot is understood t 'o begin before Marius is born and to
continue after h e dies , leading by implication, out of the past time of the novel into
the "futur e ," which is both the tl present " time of Pater's writing and the "present " time
of our reading.
The narration is of course retrospective as well as prospec tiv e , as a typological
interpretation of historical reality is conservative as well as progressive, preserving
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what it repeatedly transcends, even as it points relentlessly forward to further fulfillments.
Poised between the "r ealism " of history and the spiritualism of allegory, the
method, I believe, was particu larly responsive to the needs of the nostalgic and aspiring
late nineteenth century, yearning simultaneously for progress and restoration.
The typological organization - of history itself originated historically as a narrative model for
thus binding the ages each to each, in a piety more cu ltural than natural which nevertheles s understood real time to contain and point to the eternal.
In the course of these arguments I make a case for Pater 1 s familiarity with the
typological method; and in doing so, I attempt to distinguish between early and later

nineteenth - century uses of typology.

I also argue for the necessity of distinguishing be-

tween symbolic and historical uses of typology, between, that is, poetic and pictorial
modes of figuration and typological modes of organizing narrative time.
Boston University

Reviews (edited by Hayde n Ward, West Virginia University)
Literary Architecture, by Ellen Eve Frank.
$15.95 .

Berkeley:

Univ. of California Press, 1979.

The subject of Ellen Frank's well-illustrated and attractively produced study is a
fascinating one, and well worth the considerable thought and scholarship she has mani fe stly
devoted to it .
She concentrates on four writers:
Pater , Hopkins, Proust and Henry James.
Whatever else this somewhat disparate group of near-contemporaries may be found to have had
in common, they certainly shared a responsiveness to the suggestive power of buildings.
All four were profoundly atta ched to particular architectural environments:
Hopkins and
Pater to Oxford , James and Proust to Venice.
All used the architectural setting to great

effect in their literary creations:

we need only think of the childhood house in Florian

Deleal's dream, of "Du ns Scotus's Oxford ," of the twin towers of Martinville and the

memory-stored churches of Combray and Balbec, and of the Venetian Palazzo where the last
act of Milly Theale's tragedy is played out .
However, El len Frank's main interest does not lie in tracking down and neatly labelling every appearan ce of significant architecture in these writers' works.
What concerns
her is that they all seemed to find in architecture , rather than in painting or musi c, the
most satisfying and fruitful analogy for literary creation and for the refined consciousness
of the literary artist.
She points out, for instance, that James was in the habit of describing the problems of literary composition in architectural terms.
In an attempt to find
a metaphor for the vast and varied achievements o f the art of the novel, he proposed a
"House of Fiction ," a vast edifice containing as many apertures on to the world as there had
been novelists (a very tlugly" building, if we can imagine it, even by Victorian standards,
the author commen ts ) .
James filled his crit ic a l interpretations of Balzac, Dickens and
George Eliot with architectural images.
The individual consciousness he imaged as a "square
c hamber o f .
. attention"; and we are shown a photograph of a deeply meditating Henry
James in which the familiar domed forehead indeed seems to express a truly architectural
weight and tension.
Proust conceived his great novel as a cathedral:
he even thought of
giving each part of it a succession of titles such as "Porch,1I "Windows in the Apse " and so

on, until he began to find them too pretentious .

Hopkins derived his highly original lit-

erary terminology from a glossary of architectural terms.
And Pater coined the term
"literary architectur e ," which Ellen Frank takes for her title.
Literary architecture denoted for Pater an ideal of literature, on the one hand receptive to the "flood of random
sounds, colours , incidents.
. ever penetrating from the world without" and, on the other,
structured on Ruskinian, "Gothic ll principles of organic f orm.
The literary artist , Pater
believed, foresees the end of his work at the beginning; all irregularities·, surprises and

afterthoughts should partake of the original vision , should be subsumed under the unity o f
the whole .
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In addition , Ellen Frank shows us that there is a much longer tradition, stretching
from Plato to Samuel Beckett I which finds in architecture analogies for lit erature ("ut
architectura poesis") , as well as for the body, the mind, and memory. Unfortunately, how
Pater , Hopkins, James , and Proust fit into this tradition is unclear, partly because the
a uthor does not discuss "The Analogical Tradition " unti l the e nd of her book.
She would
have helped the reader understand this difficult subject better had she discussed it at
the beginning and then followed with an adequate treatment of Ruskin. The influence o f
this vital figure on all the writers discussed is beyond question.
Pater wa s not a l one
among them in constructing his "literary architecture " on principles similar to those outlined in liThe Nature of Gothic. " Henry James, it is true, favoured a Pallad ian model as
an analogue for construction in fiction, but even he , as Ellen Frank shows, allowed himse lf to be "Gothic " and irregular in attention to nuances of style and emotion . Ruskin was
a major influence on all these writers , and yet he remains something of a shadowy figure
throughout the book, the issue of his influence never truly confronted.
The reason the
author gives for not addressing herself to Ruskin--that she is concerned with imaginative,
not with art criticism or art history--is e ither disingenuous or e l se involves a misunderstanding of his peculiar genius .
Problems of oranization and emphasis are, r fee l, compounded by one of style. The
author writes in a vein of jargon-bound a nd occasiona lly ungramrnatical sUbjectivity to
which this reviewer is so resistant that he is perhaps hardly a fair judge of the contri bution which the book doubtless makes to its field of study. The reader need b e referred
no further than to the short hallucinatory prose - poem which prefaces the work.
Here he
can decide whether Ellen Frank's . sty l e is to his taste ; whether it promises to she d light
on the mass of interesting material to be brought forward or to plunge it into a murky
late twentieth- century hinterland .
Such questions are partly a matter of taste, and it
must also be said that the closer the author gets to her material--the less cluttered she
is by theories of perception or rndo - European word roots --the more illuminating she is.
There are one or two notabl e insights. Why did these writers, writing when they
did, make conspicuous use of the architectura l analogue? Ellen Frank delivers in passing
one convincing answer:
it was an antidote to loss of control, to the sense that "degenerate " Wordsworthian spontaneity was spawing "irresponsible " writing . Readers of this
Newsletter might a lso be interested in her conclusion that the "cloistral refuge " which
I\ pater found in art is para l leled in his "literary architecture " : "the structure of his
sentences, the houses in his fictions . . . the monuments in his histories- - look out over
his world of pain and protect him from it just as they magically let us see what he fears."
There is consider able truth in this book, leading one to suspect that, though
lacking a perfect gift of communication , Ellen Frank has, certainly, a sens itivity to her
subject and to the writers she tackles. The exquisitely chosen photographs appear to confirm this .
Michael Bartram
University of Reading
The Victorian and Ancient Greece , by Richard Jenkyns.
1980.
Pp. xi+386.
$30 . 00.

Cambridge :

Harvard Univ. Press,

The fact that WaIter Pater is not presented as a particu larly useful or attractive
figure in Richard Jenkyns ' book should not dissuade Paterians from giving it the attention
it deserves , both for the importance of the subject and for the scholarly depth with which
the subject is approached.
Paterians need not feel that their speciality is singled out
for a particular dismissal:
the other eminent Victorians do not fare much better.
Jenkyns sets himself the task of looking at Victorian classicism from the perspective of
twentieth- century e xpertise.
"This book ," he writes, "is concerned with the influence of
ancient Greece upon Victorian England , and here it includes ideas and institutions which
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were not really derived from Greece but to which some Victorians chose to give a Hellenic
colouring . " Not being concerned to give "a history of scholarship, It he concentrates on
those figures whose concept of classical Greece had an impact on the general pUbl ic. So ,
Arnold, Ruskin, George Eliot, Gladstone, Thackeray and many lesser writers are shown variously to misconceive, misconstrue , and misinterpret nearly every aspect of classical
culture that comes their way. As a classicist looking at passionate amateurs with imperfect texts, Jenkyns is often on target , as in the fol l owing:
Sir Richard Livingstone , who provides a fair test of
the taste of the time , since he never had an idea of
his own in his 1 ife, wrote that Euripides "was an
Ibsen who writes heroic drama ; a Bernard Shaw who is
a great poet. "
[p o 109 ]
Jenkyns' attitude toward Gladstone is similarly wi tty and apt:
[ He] was remarkabl y successful [with Studies in Homer]
in what sounds the almost imposs i b l e tas k of demonstrating
Homer's moral excellence according to conventional
Victorian standards.
For instance, Homer's women
often wash and anoint male guests, but to Gladstone such
immodesty was unacceptable , and he insisted, in defiance
of the plain meaning of the Greek , that washing or
anointing someone meant giving the means to wash or
anoint themselves.
[po 204 ]
We see here the strength of Jenkyns' meticulous attent i on to those essentially second-rate
writers, who, after all, are often more influential than those of the first rank.
Gladstone's efforts to moralize Homer were nearer to what was consciously articulated in
Victorian culture than Pater ' s more informed, if less socially useful, ruminations .
It surely goes without saying that the institutions, values, and unexamined presuppositions of our culture are, to an extent probably beyond calculation or recovery,
saturated with an impression of the presence of the ancient Greek world. Whether the inhabitants of that world were as we thought (and think) them to have been is, in the most
literal sense, an academic question.
It is a severe limitation of Jenkyns ' book that he
deliberately excludes the history of scholarship. Without a sense of informed (if rudimentary, if self-serving) debate about evidence, we have very little means of evaluating the
picture of Victorian culture here presented.
Indeed, we have no way of knowing that to
the next generation of classicists (and Victorian specialists), our richly documented,
linguistically sophisticated, carbon-dated conclusions will not seem as quaintly childlike as those of Sir Richard Livingstone . Rooting himself as firmly (and narrowly) as he
does in the scholarship of his own day costs Jenkyns the possibility of sympathy with--and
ultimately understanding of--the subjects he deals with .
The cost of Jenkyns' "present ism" (the practice of identifying the beliefs and
values of the present with abiding reality) is nowhere more apparent than in his treatment
of Pater.
In the course of devoting a section to Plato and Platonism (which he labels "a
confident perversity"), Jenkyns returns to the view of Pater held by T. S. Eliot in the
thirties and Leavis in the fifties.
It is as if the erroneous decency of Gladstone's
Homeric maidens, demurely passing out soap and towels to sweaty Argive guests before van ishing chastely into remote caves, is preferable to Pater's only slightly more fleshly
hedonism. There are essential questions which Jenkyns' unexamined moral bias prevents him
from asking, but which are, once we get past the compendious reading of Victorian texts,
the questions to which the critical enterprise needs answers.
I think this need is clear
in Jenkyns' conclusions about Pater, which more closely resemble unasked questions.
He writes, "Pater was attracted to Plato less as a philosopher than as an artist
and a personality" (p. 254).
Since he has already explained that, "the mannered, muted
style of Plato and Platonism is indeed evidence of a laborious carefulness; but about Plato
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it tells us next to nothing, " we are not surprised by the news that not only would Dante

and Plato have been equally appalled by Pater's work but that his words, "warn us how
short is the step from art for art I s sake to philosophy and even religion for art's sake. "
But what is the admonitory power of Pater ' s words? And what is the attitude buried

within that image of philosophy and re ligion dwindling into art (an image we have heard
before and since)? Pater is quoted as s aying that:
" The bus i ness of the yo ung scholar there f ore, in reading
Plato , is not.
. to adopt or refute Plato's opinio ns

. his duty is rather to follow intelligently, but with
strict indifference , the mental process there , as he might
witness a game of skill; better stil l, as in reading
Ham l et or The Divine Comedy ,
. to watch, for its dramatic
interest, the spectacle.
. of a sovereign intellect, translating itself
. into a great literary monument " [J e nkyns '

ellipse s ] .
In cit i ng this passage from Plato and Platonism as an example o f Pater ' s weakness
of mind and lack of philosophic rigor , Jenkyns displays not so much his expertise in interpreting Platonic texts correctly as his insensitivity to the historical concerns of
those Victorians who studied and wrote about Plato.
It is, indeed , the very Qistinction
between concerns of art, philosophy , and religion that Pater (for one) is trying to dis pute.
It was the intention of Plato and Platonism to express the interconnectedness of
Plato ' s ph i l osophy and the various ways in which his formal system was embodied in non-

philosophica l forms (thus , Platonism is part of hi s title).

When , later on, J enkyns

writes that npater had no comprehension of abstract thought; he needed to reduce it to
the langu age of sense experience , 11 we feel that once again the perspective of the present
obscu res t he interests and concerns of t h e past.
It was, after all , precisely the focus
of Pater ' s aesthetic enterprise to demonstrate ways in whic h intellectual structures (abstractions) arose from , and resemble, physical (or sensual) experience .
Th is is not the place to make all the arguments that could be made in f a vor of an

historical methodology adequate to the complexity and individuality of the Victorian age.
It is the p l ace to urge some Paterian to build upon the fascinating fou n dations laid by
Will iam Shuter in his "History as Palingenesis in Pater and Hegel " as well as by David
de Lau ra '"s indispensable Hebrew and Hellene in Victorian England, neither of which is "
menti oned in The Vi ctorians and Ancient Greece.

Sharon Bassett
California State University ,

Los Angeles
W
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..." by Ge rald Mon s man .
1980. Pp. ix+174. $12.50.

New Haven:

Yale Univ . Press ,

In order to fully comprehend the achieveme nt of Gerald Monsman ' s WaIt er Pater's
Art of Autobiography , the reader mu st accede to two preliminary assumption s :
that the
pattern of alternating centripetal and centrifugal energies in Pater 's prose catalogued
by Monsrnan in his earlier Pater's Portraits has a s ignifica nce beyond that of mere ly in forming the infamous " sty le, " and secondly , that the methodological implications of de construction provide the best possibility for understanding the mysteries of that " strange
perpetual weaving and unweaving of ourse lve s " that constitutes Pater IS art as well as his
life .
Having granted those two assumptions, one may say that the proof of Monsman ' s
achievement lies in the new Pater that his reading has created (rather than uncovered), a
Pater different from that of Wr ight , Brzenk, or , Gordon McKenzie.
Monsman's Pater is a
figure much closer to a post-modernist de-centred sensibility, a critic for whom the
process of authorship is inextricably bound to self- consciousness .
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Monsman's volume commences with a Pater as yet another victim of that Victorian
crisis of history, the sense of ontological discontinuity of which the nineteenth- century
orphan-figure was an appropriate emblem.
Pater's epistemology-manque is the res i due of a
persistent skepticism as to a centrality or continuity or fixed or igin of identity in
favor of a "self" constituted as a confluence of random physical forces which obliterate any boundary that might have an existence through time.
Identity comes to exist in a
succession of "selves" continually re - constituting themselves, yet simultaneously con taining a "relic"--a relic closely akin to Derrida's "trace " --of the self that preceded
it.
Pater's false ascriptions, frequent use of corrupted texts and misarranged parapharases from such " sources, " as Aurelius ' Meditations , occur because Pater's subjects are
Pater himself.
Like his own Marius the Epicurean , Pater the criti c p u rsues a reflection
of himself in other men ' s work and i n the process, creates a double , mirroring perspec tive,
a perpetual palimpsest of physical evidence and c ultural "i n fl uence ." Pater ' s texts are
works whose meaning derives from a dialectic between inner and outer frames, a preexistent story or history which then is made "present to me , 11 . to paraphrase Pater on Lamb,
in order that history mi ght be internalized, by recreating-the same tale, with a differance.
In contradistinction to those critics who find an Arno l dian " assiette " between Hebraism
and Hellenism to be the antecedent for those "divine powers of a middle nature" for which
Marius strives, Monsrnan instead sees Saint-Beuve ' s Portra i ts litteraires reflected in the
frames of the Imaginary Portraits. Monsman locates a more or less cons t an t set of antimonies in Pater's work: between one art form and another ; in the relationship between
the narrator's process of discovery of his tale and his pilgrim- subject's act of selfrevelation , between the souls of those delicate children and the fragility of their re spective nests . As the gap between history and autobiography becomes ever narrower , no
single verbal level constitutes ' the "ground- situation"" o r can exist apart from a perpetual
deconstructing, reconstructing of author ' s life and story of the hero.
Thus none o f
Pater ' s heroes, any more than Pater himself, can ever recapture the e lu sive wholeness o r
unity of being without some gesture of self - sacrifice, f or wholeness exists beneath the
story as an absence.
Hence the recurrence of the figure of the .d oppelganger in Pater ' s stories as we ll
as in his criticism , which Monsrnan sees , somewhat similarl y, as repetitions of one
another.
Two figures who d i e each other's life and live each other ' s death , who have the
same relationship to one another as the "outer " narrative f rame and the "inner " confession of the Chinese - box diagram that forms the structural basis of so many of Pater's
stories and histories , have a central place in his visionary texts.
The Polydeuces who
dies in Castor's stead; the mirroring , depotentiating relationship of Perseus and Medusai
and the spring and fal l Dionysii have alliterative counterparts in Denys-Dionysus, ApolloApollyn, Florian - Flavian, Cecil - Cec ilia, Apuleius - Aureli us, Gaston-Gabrielle . Lying behind the attempt to reconstitute a self that is other than provisional is the almost
constant effort of Pater to locate the absent Pater --the f a ther whose death had such an im--pact on the young WaIter Pater . For Monsrnan, as for the George Moore who characterized
him somewhat ironically as "all powerful in written word , impotent in li fe, " Pater ' s works
are revealed as quasi - allegories of textual composition. Marius the Epicurean is the allegory of a man without tangible family who nonetheless achieves a true familial relationship.
In returning the dead child to the earth in order that he may be liberated from
ancestral influence and its attendant anxieties, Marius (the masculine form of Pater's own
mother's name) reflexively opens up a relationship between old and new.
The absent or
veiled form-- the face which persists beneath the dia lectic of life and death-- is reconstituted not by some exhumation, corresponding to a direct autobiographical confession , but
by being re-born as something else .
Birth is not a Wordsworthian sleep and a forgetting,
but a change of form, a metamorphosis which Marius himself prepares to undergo. If Marius
the Epicurean is the self-reflexive story of an author in search of the text as new
father. then the abandoned Gaston de Latour is the opposite ,
the quest of the floating.
disembodied text , representing the tormented consciousness of its age , in search of an
9

illusory wholeness .

In Plato and Platonism Pater had written that "all tr ue knowledge

will be like the knowledge of a person, of living persons, and truth,
. to the last
something to look at " suggesting the process by which knowledge is inter iori zed , and in
the process spatialized as a self-reflexive portrait.·
Monsman's is a marvelous little book , a splendid example of "applied de construction. I! Perhaps once and for all, we can dismiss those sil ly critics of Pater,
like Christopher . Ricks, who read Pater's misreading of classical texts and the lives of
Renaissance figures, not as a "map " of the creative proc ess , but as an exampl e of Pater's
sloppiness. They dedicate their lives to "solid scholarship, I. whereas Pater I s scholar-

ship was sloppy in very significant, highly patterned ways.

The gaps of blank spaces ,

White-Nights, and regressive, virginal sens ibilities , like the airy down of his bird's
nests of structural e llipses, are as significant as its antipode, the over-written and re-

written linguistic excess that apparently has left so littl e space for intelligent
crit i cs--unt il Monsman.
Intelligent, because he understands the relationship between th e
two!
Naturall y , I would have chosen to elaborate and emphasize different observations

than those which the author of WaIter Pater's Art of Autobiography did.

The recurrent

notion of the relic or the ruin as part of Pater ' s archaeology, in Foucault's sense , is
sure l y of greater significance than its tracing of the antecedent.
Mediating between
nature and culture, the relic--that assortment of ancestral heirlooms, fragmentary texts,
collapsing amphitheatres, and jumbled childhood memories , have no origin and no ending ,
the symbolic counterpart of the de-centred , expanded "moment. 1I Pater's relics are the
embodiment of de - construction being re-constructed.
And sur ely, there are wider applications of Monsrnan's Pater to other fin-deTo what extent is
siecle figures, some of which I have tried to suggest elsewhere. l

Pater's ultimately abandoned Autobiography-as-History (the ultimate relic?) part of the
same impulse in say, Yeats, who must, witho ut obvious success, unite the winding and unwinding of the bobbin of history which intersects our own individual phase of the moon so
as to synchronize the Autobiographies with an Autobiography? Is Pater ' s "suppression of
ourse l ves " an aesthetic next-of-kin to Yeats ' theory o f the mask, or Wilde's St.
Sebastian ' s martyrdom, uttered as a paradox ical De Profundis that is all surface?

As Derrida himself has suggested, the crisis whi ch so profoundly affected the history of discourse occurred at the end of the nineteenth century.
Whatever the etiology
of that crisis is--and those of us who dea l with the history of linguistic symbolization
are perhaps in the best position to trace it--the writers that we now lump together under

the rubric of "decadent " would have bee n the first to explore that process by which the
sig nifier began it s float.
Between Dorothea Braoke's honeymoon observations of the Roman
amphitheatre, that classical ruin which represented the closure of history and the im prisonment of her marriage to the historical man , Casaubon, and Marius' pre sence in the
same arena in Pater ' s work is the exhaustion of history conceived o f as a univocal pattern of events.
What de-construction creates , however, is a relationship between th e
crisis of history and the crisis of a gro unded II self, " of the narrative subject .
It is
almost as if the p lural ity of selves, whether it be that of Pater ' s student, Hopkins, for
whom the who l e universe comes to "selve "; George Moore's multiple autobiographies; Yeats'
masks; the early Freud's postulation of a narcissistic pha se of development (the Freud of
the post-structuralists); or Ruskin's II projectll of an Autobiography, Praeterita , all seem
products of this h iatus.
What makes Pater 's case so very special , as Monsman astute ly sug-

gests, is the curious double-bind by which the effacement of t he self and the projection
1 To footnote oneself, while re-viewing the "other," is to create a world where historical antecedents and spatia l differ e nce are qu es tioned, simultaneously.

See my IIDeca-

dent Spaces: Notes for a Phenomenology of the Fin-de-Siecle " in Ian Fletcher (ed ),
Decadence and the l890s , Stratford-upon-Avon Studies 17 (London, 1979) , pp. 31-58 .
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of the self co-exist so as to produce an identity that is fictional, metaphorical, always
being re-constituted.
While on holiday, Pater had the curious habit of checking-out o f
hotels when guests approached him too closely , of simply vanishing from a confluence of
foreign sensations without leaving a trace.
J an B. Gordon
University of Singapore
The Renaissance:
Studies in Art and Poetry, the 1893 Text, by WaIter Pater , ed. Donald
L. Hill.
Berkeley: Univ. of California Press , 1980. Pp. xxv+489.
$25.00.
Donald L. Hill's edition of The Renaissance is as fine a scholarly edition as any
that E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn produced on Ruskin or R. H. Super on Arnold.
When reading Hill ' s notes, one can but s tand in awe of his careful, indefatigable, illuminating scholarship.
In this edition the text of Pater's book is not only accurate but also pleasing to
the eye.
There is the same uncluttered page, with neat numbering of lines by fives, that
one finds in Super's edit ion of Arnold ' s pr ose , but the type is somewhat larger than that
in Super ' s Arno ld, and there is more marginal and interlinear space .
In short, there is
a generosity in the presentation of Pater ' s text provided by the University of California
Press that readers accustomed to the very generous presentation in the Library Edition
will appreciate . All of the textual notes and critical and e xplanatory notes are gear ed
unobtrusively to the line nurnberings. There are s ixteen relevant but unnumbered blackand-white illustrations (pa intings, sculptures , and cartoons) in the middle of the book,
which readers can relate to the text if they choose.
Hill has p laced the Textual Notes before the Critical and Explanatory Notes, instead of vice versa as Super does , because the textual notes include cancelled passages
from earlier texts on which he provides crit i cal and explanatory notes.
The textual notes
include all the verbal variants from the copy- text that can be found in all the editions ,
from the first to the 1910, all arranged with remarkable c l arity.
An erroneous listing of
93 [1893 copy- text ] after the first variant on the first page of the notes (p. 208) sets
one on guard against errors, but this error proves to be a very uncharacteristic lapse.
Accuracy is the rule. The few places where Hill has corrected errors in Pater ' s text are
indicated plainly in capital letters in the notes. These include changing "a recent
critic of Sainte-Beuve " in the Preface , to "a recent critique of Sainte -Be uve " (pp. xxi,
208), and "La Citta Divina" in "Sandro Bott i celli " to "La Citta di Vita " (pp. 42, 218).
The Critical and Explanatory Notes section is introduced by a discussion of the
publ ishing history and the reception o f the book as a whole , and the notes on each essay
are preceded by an introduction that treats the composit i on and publishing history of the
essay and in some ~ases the reception o f the essay in the reviews.
I initially thought
that treating the reception of the book and the essays was superfluous , after the publica tion of Franklin E. Court 's Walter Pater: An Annotated Bibliography of Writings about
Him and Robert M. Seiler ' s Walter Pater: The Critical Heritage; but Hi l l's account of the
reception justifies itself by its excellence and comprehensiveness, and the discipline o f
considering the reception of the essays one by one has protected him against overgenerali zation in his judgment o f the reviews.
The introductory notes seem to me at almost
every point "the last word " on the subject.
I have found only one error in these i ntroductions . Hill states in introducing "Lucca della Robbia ":
II One of the hitherto unpublished pieces sent to the pub li sher Alexander Macrnillan on June 29, 1872 , this essay was
praised by most reviewers" (p . 339) . As Hill has noted in other contexts, only one un published piece was sent to Macmil l an on June 29 , 1 872 (Lawrence Evans , Letters of WaIter
Pater. [Oxford:
the Clarendon Press , 1970], pp . 7-8) , and he has assumed that it was "The
School of Giorgione." So the reference to "u npublished p i eces sent" is simply a mistake,
which startles by its rarity. With one of the judgments expressed in the introductory
notes I disagree. Following Evans ' suggestion (p. 8n) , Hil l thinks it plausib l e that the
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essay sent to Macmillan in manuscript o n June 29 , 1872 , was the one cancelled in Octo ber 1872 and that the essay was "The School of Giorgione."
It seems more likely to me
that the essay was "Wordsworth."
I have argued this po int in WaIter Pater's Reading (New
York:
Garland Publishing, 1981) , pages 264-66, and will not repeat the argument h ere;
but I hope that my proposition about "Wordsworth" will reopen the question.
In the critical and explanatory notes t h emsel ves , Hill not only identifies persons, places, buildings, books, work s of art, and sources of Pater ' s quotations and allusions (all in accurate, ample, and useful detail), but also corrects errors in some of
Pater's citations and indicates errors and omissions t hat Pater made in quoting from other
writers.
Further , he gives the not es a definite critical dimension by treating sources of
Pater's ideas , parallels between his ideas and those of some other writers to whom Pater
might or might not have been indebted, parallels between ideas in the essays being treated
and other works by Pater, and similarities and differences between ideas of Pater and contemporaries whom Hil l calls his " mentors ," principally Arnold.
With all this, the notes
probably give general readers more than they want to know about Pater, but they make fascinat i ng reading for scholars.
In fact , Pater scholars should not wait until they have occasion to read The Renaissance again before they read Hill ' s notes.
The notes are well
worth reading for their critical significance.
In his ident i fication of Pater ' s sources, Hill goes much further than anyone before
him had gone in tracing Pater ' s indebtedness to Goethe , Hegel , Michelet , Sainte-Beuve ,
Renan, Gautier , and a number of other writers.
His notes on so urces are especiall y authoritative because he often relates sources to Pater 's borrowings from the Brasenose College
Library and the Taylor Institutio n Library , and occasionally to books that Pater held in
his private library and to statement s in unpublished manuscripts.
His coverage of sources
is limited in only one impo rtant respect, as far as I can see :
he h as not taken into con s i deration the works borrowed from the Queen's College Library from 1860 to 1864.
If h e
had studied these borrowings, he would have written in more detail than he does concerning
the philosophers who inspired the Conclusion to The Renaissance (p. 452), and he would not
have omitted Fichte . Also , he would have given more consideration to Bacon ' s influence ,
especial l y upon the definition of the aesthetic critic.
On a few minor points I disagree with Hill's judgment--that Pater's principal
source for biographical facts about Winckelmann was Joseph Eiselein ' s " Winckelmanns
Biographie l l in h i s edition of the Werke (p. 414); that Pater read Crowe and Cavalcaselle ' s
A New History of Painting in Italy before writing !l A Fragment on Sandro Botticelli "
(p . 333) and Stendhal's Histoire de la peinture en Italie b efore writing " Notes on Leonardo
da Vinci" (p. 368) ; that the lIold fancy" associated by Pater with Mona Lisa was Platonic
metempsychosis (p . 318); and that Pater was indebted to Baudelaire for the idea of the relativity of beauty (pp . 294-95) . Bu t I doubt that anyone besides Hill himse lf would be in terested in the reasons for disagreement concerning s uch minutia.
A controversial feature
of the explanatory notes that may be of more genera l interest is Hill's several references
to Pater ' s use of " Arnold's words " for the purpose of opposing Arnold's ideas.
Hill as sumes that when writing " Leonardo da Vinci ," Pater borrowed curiosity and desire of beauty
from "Sweetness and Light," where Arnold associates curiosity and a keen desire for beauty
wi th Hellenism (pp. 368-69).
However , Hill does not note that Charles Clement, in MichelAnge , Leonard , and Raphael , a work that he i s sure Pater consulted while writing the essay,
lists together as two of Leonardo's character istics, "une insatiable curiosite " and " un
sentiment exquis de la beaute " [Paris: Michel Levy F rere s, 186 1). (p. 1 71).
Pater might
have had Arnold in mind when writing "Leonardo da Vinci, " but I see no reason to assume
that he did , since various French writers known to Pater had used curiosite before Arnold
adopted it, since Pater had already ass imilated desire of beauty into his vocabulary
(having used it in "Poems by William Morris " ) , and since he might have been under the immediate influence of Clement.
Moreover , even if one grants that Pater was protesting
against Arnold ' s association of heart and imagination with the medieval spirit when he
wrote "The outbreak of the human spirit may be traced far into the middle age itself, with
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its motives already clearly pronounced, the care for physical beauty , the worship of the

body, the breaking down of those limits which the religious system of the middle age imposed on the heart and the imagination" (pp . xxii - xxiii, 300-301), it seems even more
important to say that Pater's idea about the outbreak came from a school of French writers
and that Pater first encountered it in Edgar Quinet's Les Revolutions d'Italie.
In this
note Hill is so preoccupied with Pater's relation to Arno l d that he leaves the source of
Pater's idea unmentioned.
But if there are flaws in this work, they are only small hairline fissures in a
mighty structure .
Typical of Hill's generall y comprehensive treatment o f sources and parallels is his discussion, in regard to "Leonardo da Vi nci ," of eight works earlier than
Pater's that celebrate "the mystery and charm of the Mona Lisa" (p. 380).
And Hi l l' s
erudite perseverance in tracking Pater to a source can be il l ustrated wi th two examples.
Hill not only corrects the error i n Pater's s t atement of the ti·t le of Matteo Palmieri' s
poem , La Citta di Vita, but he names the source that misled Pater I ~tat i ng "Pater simply
reproduces an error in the Nouvelle b i ographie generale (Paris , 1863) , vo l . XXXIX , on
which he must have relied for information " (p. 337) .
Even more remarkable is Hill ' s dis covery of Pierre Vidal ' s love - god .
In "Two Early French Stories " Pater refers to an
image of Aucassin in these words:
"It is the very image of the Provenyal l ove- god , no
longer a child, but grown to pensive youth, as Pierre Vida l met h i m, riding on a white
horse, fair as the morning, his vestment embroidered with flowers " (p o 18) . No poem re -

ferring to the Proven¥al love - god is now attributed to Vidal .

Hill found such a poem,

erroneou sly attributed to Vida1, in F.J.M. Raynuoard's Lexique roman (Paris , 1838),

Volume I

(Hill, p. 316), but he did not stop there.

He either knew or discovered that

J. A. Symonds, in his Introduction to the Study of Dante, had set to verse the first half
of Sismondi' s prose abstract of ·t he poem attributed to Vidal, including a description of

the love - god.

For reasons too lengthy to explain here, it is much more likely that Pater

read Symonds than the Lexique roman or Sismondi.
Thus while merely hunting for a medieval source Hill has established an interesting link between Pater and Symonds, and in
this l ink there is the suggestion that Pater ' s relating the love - god, Aucassin, and Dante

in "Two Early French Stories" (pp. 17-18) was anticipated by Syrnonds.

In many other in-

stances Hill's patient searching opens new insights into Pater's scholarship and mode of
composition.
Donald L. Hill's Renaissance is the first scholarly ed i tion of any of Pater ' s works

to be widely published.
It sets a standard that the future editors of Pater ' s works wi l l
find very difficult to match.
Billie Andrew Inman
The University of Arizona
Recent Publications

(Compiled and annotated by Sharon Bassett , Cal ifornia State University,
Los Angeles, and Bernard Ri chards , Brasenos.e Col lege , Oxfo r d )
Books
Court , Frankl i n E .
Pater and His Ear l y Critics.
Univ. of Victoria , 1980.

ELS Monograph Se ries, No . 2 1.

Victor i a:

Inrnan, Billie Andrew.
Walter Pater's Reading:
An Annotated Bibliography of Hi s Library
Borrowings and Literary References, l85B-1873.
New York : Garland Pub l ishing ,
1981 [May] .
Johnson, Lee M.
The Metaphor of Painting:
Essays on Baudelaire, Ruskin, Proust and Pater.
Ann Arbor:
Un i versity Mi crofilms Research Pr ess , 1980.
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Essays

Bassett , Sharon.
"The Uncanny Critic of Brasenose:
WaIte r Pater and Mod ernisIns ." VN,
No. 58 (Fall 1980), 10-14.
Arnold's modernism consists in a sense of a lost center ,-rnade
intelligible by writings of the Greeks.
Pater ' s consists in his thinking that under standing any thing depends upon perceiving its past , present, and future (with their differences and similarities), not as a line, but as layers in one composite (spatial)
moment; further, in supposing that the perceiving mind brings to the subject three points
of view and the understanding of their differences:
the immediate receptivity of the form
of the subject characteristic of the child; the classification of the subject characteristic of a middle state of intellectual developmenti and a matur e discrimination of details.
Pater is, thus, more anticipatory of modern critics than Arnold is .
Bellringer, Alan W.
"The ' Conclusion ' to ~Renaissance;
Pater ' s Original Meaning ."
Prose Studies, 1(1977), 45-54. Observing that "although literary allusions to Pater's
personality have usually been unfavorable, many writer shave d .r awn , with silent respect,
upon his ideas)" Bellringer emphasizes the contrast between the original version of the
" Conclusion " as published in " The Poems of William Morris" and its later, mild er forms.
The original Westminster Review article includes passages of " radical epistemological
skepticism" which are omitted later; wordings, later changed, which "indi cate a relative
degree of human passivity and insignificance in the face of the environment " ; and finally
an expl icit questioning of "e stablished religion and morality. " Though the later ver sions of the "Conclu s ion" are "better mannered, " the original meaning "comes across mor e
clearly, more strikingly and more defensibly."
Hagiwara, Hiroko.
"On the Poems by William Morris" [ in Japanese, with quotations in
English]. Journal of Liberal Arts , Josai Daigaku University, 3 (March 1979), 33-55 .
comparison of the texts of "Poems by Wi ll iam Morris" and " Aesthetic Poetry."

A

McGrath , F. C .
"'Rose Alche mica':
Pater Scrutinized and Alchemized." Yeats-Eliot Review , 5(1978) , 13- 20 .
Al though Rose Alchemica is the first " attempt by a major twentiethcentury writer to come to terms with WaIter Pater I" Yeats mu st find an alternative to
Pater 's skepticism about the existence of a "super-sensuous" wor l d.
In extending the limits of the Paterian vision (Pater is said not to have claimed enough for art~), Yeats
" attempts to lend to aesthetici s m an object ivity Pater ' s theory lacked. " Havi nq defined
for himself elements of Pater' s work that are unacceptable to him , Yeats is finally able
to "build on Pater's strengths while filtering out his l imitations. "
Nassaar , Christopher.
"The Renaissance and Marius the Epicurean:
A Study in Counter point. " The Pre-Raphaelite Review, 3(1979) I 78 - 85.
Nassaar asserts that in Marius the
Epicurean Pater reverses the paganism , impressionism and atheism of The Renaissance.
The
artic le largely fol lows Monsrnan's earlier argument that Mariu s is a compensation for guilt
engendered by The Renaissance and that in Mariu s Pate r returns to a Christian belief.
Ramel , Annie.

"John Inglesant et Marius I' Epicurien. "

Confluents , 4, i

(1978) , 163-85.

Reviews
Block, Ed. The Case of Walter Pater , by Michael Levey (London: Thames & Hudson, 1978).
In English Literature in Tran sition, 23 , No. 2 (1980), 131-3 3. The " strengths and successes" of the book are Levey' s portrayals of John Rainier McQueen and Charles Lancelot
Shadwell; his " individual insights and details," as in his description of Pater ' s drawing
room at Bradmore Road; and his evocation of "the nineties ambience. " The weaknesses are
lack of c l arity in the interpretive thesis and lack of "scholarly apparatus ."
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Conlon, John J.
The Victorian Critic and the I dea of History:
Carlyle, Arnold, and Pater,
by Peter Allan Dale (Cambridge:
Harvard Univ. Press, 1977).
In The Arnoldian, 7(Fall
1979) , 21-25. Dale argues that "Pater's intellectual tone was set as much by Mill and
contemporary positivist thought as by those more obviously aesthetic and antipositivistic
sources we ordinarily connect with his writings.
[ He] does recognize, though, that Pater
carried the positivists' position to extremes they would have rejected as morally unwhole some and intellectually debilitating : h i s aesthetic philosophy rests on the same episte mologi cal basis but gives the simple receptivity o f phenomenal experience a certain
transcendent value while also driving the individual into a profound sense of irremediable
isolation from the world without" (p.2 4).

Lawler , Donald L.
Ripe Was the Drowsy Hour:
The Age of Oscar Wilde, by J. E. Chamber lin
(New York:
The Seabury Press, 1977).
In Victorian Poetry, 17(Autumn 1979) , 269-77.
Lawler points out that according to Chamber l in Pater ' s portraits w~~e one model for "the
integration of the personality " that Wilde and other artists of the time env i saged
(p. 276) .
Super, R. H.
The Victorian Critic and the Idea of History , by Peter Allan Dale.
In
Michigan Quarterly Review, 18(Fall 1979) , 656 - 57 .
"The book gives an impression of broad
learning that somehow survives an incompetent transliterat i on of Homer's Greek into the
Roman alphabet (p. 150) and a hopelessly muddled attempt to translate Goethe ' s German
(p. 276) .
But what is one to say of scho l arship that garbles key passages it quotes (e . g .
on pp. 223 , 240 , 241), and is sadly inaccurate in its footnote page references? Though
the product of what has been one of our most distinguished university presses, its pages
are cluttered with misprints.
This book is important enough and good enough to deserve
more care " (p. 657).
VanArsde l , Rosemary T.
"Victorian Periodicals : The Critical Heritage" [including a review
of WaIter Pater:
The Cri tical Heritage, by Robert M. Seiler (London: Routledge and Kegan
PauL 1980) 1.
In The Arnoldian , 8 (Fall 1980) , 15-19.
" Professor Seiler has produced a
very useful book for understanding Pater , his work, his shifts in popularity and influence.
Above a ll, it prov ides a fine view of the critical world of the 188 0s and 90s, and the
opening years of the new century" (p. 17).

Wilson, Raymond L. The Case of WaIter Pater, by Michael Levey [reviewed with John Ruskin:
The Argument of the Eye, by Robert Hewisonl.
In Art Journal, 38(Summer 1979), 292 - 93.
"There is much of interest about Pater , his times, and the people about him in this book.
Much evidence relating to Pater that would be of interest is, however, lacking, though
through no fault of the author. .
Levey has made the best work of what evidence re mains and his book becomes a fine introduction to Pater and his works, as Hewison's is f or
'l.uskin (p. 293).
Recent Dissertations (U.S.A.)
Barnes, James Jeffrey.
11 I Hieroglyphic ,
Un i ty in Carlyle, Ruskin, and Pater." University
of Virginia , 1980.
(DAI, 41: 2609- A)
"Whereas Carlyle and Ruskin attack primarily material ism a nd isolation from the spiritual, Pater struggles mainly against solipsism .
In Marius
the Epicurean and Imaginary Portraits he seeks a sense of contact with the external world
and achieves this largely through identification with the past and with o ther humans
through myth . "
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